


At last you can have your own space! It’s exciting when you 
are finally able to start planning your own “mosaic space” 
and have the means to do it right! Congratulations! Many of 
us start with a corner of a table in our dining room or 
bedroom, so to have your own mosaic haven is very 
rewarding!

Having a space devoted entirely to your mosaics is 
important not only because you need room for all your 
materials and tools, but you need an area where when you 
walk in, you feel lifted and inspired to create the best 
mosaics you can.  I hope this e-book will give you some 
ideas on how to set up your studio/workspace to accomplish 
this and much more.
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First Things to Consider > Work Table(s)

Work table(s) - depending on how much room you 
have, it’s nice to have one table for sitting at and one 
table for standing to work. If you are limited in 
space, a single high top table with a stool will allow 
you to either stand or site while you work. Some 
home improvement stores sell adjustable “stands” 
that can be lowered or raised and then you can 
purchase a 3’-4’ piece of wood to set on top of these 
stands to create your workbench.  You’ll also need 
surface area for your tools like a wet saw, glass 
grinder, etc.  
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First Things to Consider > Chairs Stools

Chairs/Stools - for sitting at different heights; make 
sure you pick ones that give you comfort and 
support. Important note: Make sure you take 
frequent breaks when working on large projects to 
stretch and give your eyes a break.
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First Things to Consider >  Shelves / Cabinets

Shelves/Cabinets - for easy access to your tools and 
materials; you can never have too many. Make sure 
they are sturdy and will support the weight of your 
materials.
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First Things to Consider > Windows

Windows - if you can, try to set up your tables where 
there is plenty of natural light. Having plenty of light 
helps you see color and tones correctly.
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First Things to Consider > Floors

Floors - obviously small shards and other materials 
end up on the floor so having either wood, vinyl or 
tile floors works the best. If you have a carpeted 
area, think about covering it with protective drop 
cloths and if that doesn’t seem feasible, keep a 
vacuum cleaner handy and make sure you vacuum 
up all those hidden hazards that can be stepped on 
by yourself and others…and wear shoes!
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First Things to Consider > Walls

Walls - perfect place for hanging some of your own 
art to keep you inspired and in the best frame of 
mind possible for creating.  Hang up a bulletin 
board, cork board, or chalk board and post creative 
ideas in front of you for inspiration. 
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First Things to Consider > Electrical Outlets

Outlets – you’ll need access to power so make sure 
your area provides enough electrical outlets for all 
your mosaic power tools.
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First Things to Consider > Ventilation

Ventilation - your area should be well ventilated 
since we work with materials such as grouts, thin 
sets, glues, etc.  The better ventilation you have, the 
less dust and strong chemical smells you’ll have. 
Don’t forget to wear safety masks, goggles and 
gloves when working with them, and keep them 
away from children and animals.
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First Things to Consider > Water

Water - accessibility to water is a must.  Mixing 
adhesives and grouts with water happens frequently 
and having a water supply close by saves time and 
energy. However, make sure you never allow these 
chemicals to go down the drain as they will stop up 
your pipes and cost lots of money to repair; so find 
an alternative place to dispose of your unused 
thinset and grout . I like to use plastic bags and 
scrape all the unused materials into them, then take 
my bucket outside to a water hose and rinse it out.
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First Things to Consider > Air & Heat

Air & Heat – hopefully your space already has the 
right cooling and heating systems so you can work 
comfortably year-round. If you live in a warm, humid 
climate like I do, an air-conditioner is a must – not 
only to keep me cool, but to keep my materials in a 
good, climate-controlled space.  The same goes for 
those of you who live up north; so make sure you 
take care of yourself first, then your precious 
materials and tools!
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Next Step > Workflow

HOLD ON – DON’T START MOVING IN YET…. OUR NEXT STEP IS WORK FLOW!

What? Work flow? Yes, I said it. If you want to be more efficient with your 
time so you can create more mosaics, you need to think about work flow.  
What I mean by this is the process you go through to make a mosaic. For 
example, picture Santa’s workshop. All the elves are busy working at their 
stations. The first elf picks up the wheel assembly of a scooter and puts it 
together, then hands it off to elf #2 who then puts on the chassis and hands 
it over to the next elf for his parts, and so on until the entire scooter is 
assembled, painted and ready for Santa to put it in his bag.  

This is essentially the same process you should think about when you start 
to arrange your work area. Where do you start when you begin a new 
mosaic? Do you start with your design? If so, you need your designing 
instruments first, then is your substrate handy? Do you have your tesserae 
close by so you can choose the right ones? What about your tools, 
adhesives, are they in the right spots so you can easily get to them? And so 
on…
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Next Step > Workflow
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If you have a good flow to your 
room, you will save time, 
energy and have more fun! 
Don’t make it a chore by having 
to go out to your detached 
garage in the snow, climb up a 
ladder to get your backer, and 
then traipse back inside.  Ugh!

Figure out how to place your 
items in a way that you can start 
at #1 and move all the way 
through in a smart, simple, 
sensible manner.  Make it easy 
on yourself. 



Staying Organized > Clear Containers

With all the tools, materials, and miscellaneous items that 
come with mosaics, you really need to be organized in order 
to be as creative as possible!  

Clear containers – Now that you have shelving and cabinets 
available to house your tesserae, you will need clear 
containers that can hold your tesserae and which should be 
sorted by color, and labeled. When you get new tiles in, cut 
the name of the tile color and the store you purchased it from 
off the bag’s label and put it into or on the bin with your tiles. 
That way you know what color and where to re-order. For 
larger pieces, clear bins are great for holding them in, so 
keep these in color groups or families as well, so you can 
easily find what you need. 
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Staying Organized > Plastic Buckets

Plastic buckets - These are great for holding those 
large bags of grout or thinset. Place a plastic 
garbage bag in the bucket to act as a liner, then put 
your new bag of grout or thinset in this. After it’s 
opened, you can then close up the plastic bag 
around it to keep your powders dry and fresh this 
way. Also, the handles (bail) on the plastic buckets 
are handy for transporting the heavy buckets. 
Labeling is helpful here too so you don’t mistake 
your powdered thinset for grout!
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Staying Organized > Cups or Bowls

Small plastic or styrofoam bowls or cups - Use for 
mixing your thinset/grout powders in. If you let grout 
or thinset set up and dry in a plastic bowl or cup 
overnight, you can then squeeze the outside of the 
cup or bowl and the hardened grout or thinset will 
pop out right into the garbage. Rinse cup or bowl 
outside with a hose. Also good for catching those 
small shards while you’re cutting your tesserae. 
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Staying Organized > Other Containers

Other containers – A painter’s tray is handy for 
holding your small tesserae pieces that you are using 
on your current mosaic.  When you finish your 
project, dump these small pieces into the 
appropriate color container and start again with your 
next project.   Miscellaneous things like rags, tapes, 
glues, anything small should also be stored in 
labeled, stackable bins so you can find them quickly 
and easily. 
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Staying Organized > Pen & Pencil Holder

Pen/Pencil holder - Keep your pens, markers, and 
pencils handy on your working surface in a holder so 
you can use them when you are designing and 
drawing patterns or writing down ideas.
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Staying Organized > Tool Case

Tool case – Perfect for keeping your tools together so 
you can easily find them. Great for traveling with your 
tools, too.
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Staying Organized > Glass

Glass – If you work with larger pieces of scrap glass, 
you will need to have bigger bins to store them in. 
Remember to wear gloves when handling large 
sections of glass; long pants and closed in shoes is 
also a good idea. I recommend you still keep them 
organized into similar colors and perhaps consider 
putting cool colors together (blue, green, purple), 
the warm colors together (yellow, orange, red) and 
neutrals together (black, white).
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Staying Organized > Hammer & Hardie

Hammer/Hardie – If you work with a hammer and 
hardie, you’ll need a specific area for it. Keep in mind 
the space you will need in order to sit comfortably 
and choose the right height chair or stool which fits 
you.  Keep a broom and pan handy so you can easily 
sweep up those small pieces around the hardie 
when you’re finished for the day.  Also, if you can 
locate your hardie close enough to your materials, it 
will save you from getting up and down repetitively 
to get the next set of tesserae you need. Ideally, you 
should be close to your other worktables that can 
hold your materials within easy reach.
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Staying Organized > Large Backers  / Substrates

Large backers/substrates – Large items such as 
sheets of wediboard, wood, or large terra cotta pots, 
etc., you are planning to mosaic take up a lot of 
space. This is when you need to be creative and find 
the right place to store them.  Look around your area 
and don’t forget about unused areas such as under 
your work tables, behind cabinets where there might 
be 3-4” of room perfect for that sheet of wood.  Be 
mindful of each substrates’ needs with regard to 
moisture and heat.  Don’t store wood where it will be 
in moist conditions and run the risk of warping, etc., 
or that terra cotta pot where it can get kicked and 
broken. 
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WHEW! NOW WHAT?

Well, now that you are all set up in your own mosaic studio, I just want to recommend a few tips:

1. This space is your space, so help your loved ones recognize and respect that.

2. Leave your problems behind when you enter this mosaic sanctuary.

3. Listen to music that will relax, energize, soothe, whatever you need.

4. Take frequent breaks in order to stretch and eliminate aches and pains from sitting too long.

5. Take frequent breaks to step back and inspect your work. Get a different perspective so you 
can correct or change things.

6. Please, always be safe when handling/using your tools, tesserae, adhesives, grouts, etc. 
Read the manufacturer’s warnings and heed them.

7. Try to keep your area organized so that each time you come in, it’s a pleasure, not a chore.  

8. Have fun and create, create, create!!!
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the go-to for mosaic how-to
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